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In the eastern markets at this time almost every This store's buyers searched the entire industry
large manufacturer was possessed of a quantity for the means enabling us to introduce' to Portland the most remarkable

sale in the city's history. Nowhere west of Chicago has a sale of thisof "broken lines" the remnant of a great seaton't business. rNo one magnitude been attemptedthis is positively the FIRST TIME legitimate
line or maker's surplus was individually large but the aggregate of all offerings of makers' surplus stocks have ever been made' in any c&isider-abl- e

we obtained runs into thousands. quantities in the West X ;
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Combined under the one roof are three great surplus stocks from three of this
country's most noted makers, including Kuppenheimer Clothes. With these are many Travelers' Samples, which as everyone
knows, are finest examples of any maker's product Altogether about 1500 garments, suits, overcoats, raincoats, divided into
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A Chicago maker's complete surplus, both
Suits and Overcoats. Box back, English and
Semi-Englis- h models, two and three-butto- n

single and double-breaste- d. Serges (including
plain blues), worsteds (two-ton-e and chalk,
pencil and club checks, double diagonals), belt
back, "guard," plaid-line- d hockanum, cheviot,
vicuna Overcoats, in blues, browns, grays,
blacks and mixtures. All regularly $30 and
$35 merchandise. Choice of the lot

Another famous maker's surplus very large
lot. Suits are excellently tailored of pure
wool, double pre-shru- nk domestics. In con-

servative two and three-butto- n models, also
variety of soft roll-coll- ar and body-tracin- g

models. These suits are indeed fine goods.
Overcoats also included. Three exclusive
Creations in chinchillas, moto-friez- es and Hud-dersfie-
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worsteds. These are all regularly
$25 goods. Choice of the lot
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In Lot Three are probably the most remarkable values ever offered by a reliable clothier. These
Suits and Overcoats are fully worth $20. Products of a famous house and obtainable now at far
less than regular wholesale. Varieties are very numerous
in both Suits and Overcoats, all styles and all sizes. The rfj) K yfl I J 1 T

largest single surplus we've ever obtained. Choice of the (I S A
lotforonly QJ 1L TLTo CI QJJ
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Early attendance is essential inasmuch as these values cannot
remain unnoticed by a discriminating public. The stocks cannot
be replenished and the quantities are not large. In order to avoid
possible disappointment we suggest tomorrow morning as a
SURE time to get your share of these extraordinary bargains !

Truly a Christmas Gift Opportunity Worth While
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GUS KUHN, President

Fourth Street, Corner of Morrison

The Steinbach Store 'J
We Give &C Green Trading Stamps
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